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Fault Calculations with Power Flow

This is much easier to do with Zbus methods. This approach only works for simple systems·
The system below has a prefault power flow condition due to the angle and magnitude·
differences between the sources. 
The fault calculations need to change a little to ensure that the positive sequence current reflects·
this power flow in the case of a fault where power flow can continue to flow.
Lets look at a SLG fault case. ·

BUS 1 BUS 2

m*ZL1 (1-m)*ZL1

F

|VS| = 1.0 at 0 |VR| = 1.1 at  

The negative and zero sequence circuits will be the same as one would in a case·
where the sources have equal angles and magnitudes, so they will not be described
here. 
Positive seequence equivalent circuit:·

|VS| = 1.0 at 0 

m*ZL1 (1-m)*ZL1

F

|VR| = 1.1 at  

ZS1 ZR1

There are effectively two components to the current seen at each relay, anad·
they can be determined using superposition.

The fault current that flows due to the fault and leave this network at point1.
F and reenters from the neutral plane.
The current that flows between the two sources, the load current.2.

1. Determining fault current

We need to find a Thevenin equivalent circuit. ·
The process is actually a standard circuit analysis approach (Millman's Theorem), but is·
typically avoided if the voltage sources are all assumed to have the same magnitude and angle.
1. Convert the two sources to their Norton equivalents, using the impedance between the

source and the fault point. Note that these are phasor calculations.
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2. Note that the impedances are in parallel and the current soruces are effectively in
parallel

a. Combine the impedances in parallel
b. Combine the two current sources (note that this is not limited to two sources)

Iequiv1 

F

Zequiv1

Zequiv1
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Zleft1

1

Zright1
+
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=

Iequiv1 INorton_left INorton_right+=

c. Then convert back to a Thevenin equivalent

Vthev1

F

Zthev1

Zthev1 Zequiv1=

Vthev1 Iequiv1 Zequiv1=

This Thevenin equivalent source is used for the fault calculations. But not for the·
power flow calculation 

Note that the Thevenin impedance is the same as we always do.1.
Now the voltage source has a magntiude and angle that refelcts the difference2.
between the two sources.
If the sources both have the same magnitude and angle, the resulting Thevenin3.
voltage source will match that. 
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2. Determining power flow current

This is just like any other power flow calculation. In this case you can look between·
the two known source voltages and the total impedance between them. In other
cases you might need to find V1 and V2 and just use the line impedance.

I12

VS1 VR1-

ZS1 ZL1+ ZR1+
=

I21

VR1 VS1-

ZS1 ZL1+ ZR1+( )
=

Notes: ·
The fault location doesn't matter in this calculation1.
The Thevenin equivalent source from above is not used2.
I12 flows in the opposite direction I21  3.

3. Total sequence currents

The positive sequence current for the relay at bus 1 (phasor sums):·

IRelay1 If_relay1 I12_relay1+=

IRelay2 If_relay2 I12_relay1-=

If_relay1 and If_relay2 come from current dividers as usual·

The negative and zero sequence currents do not include an load flow current and are·
simply from current dividers from the fault calculation.


